This paper studies the question of when one abstract data type (ADT) is a behavioral subtype of another, and proposes a model-theoretic notion of weak behavioral subtyping. Weak behavioral subtyping permits supertype abstraction to be a sound and modular reasoning principle in a language with mutation and limited forms of aliasing. The necessary restrictions on aliasing can be statically checked.
Introduction
Subtyping is a fundamental semantic concept in object-oriented (OO) languages. In this paper we study behavioral subtyping: when one ADT's objects act like those of another. Knowing the conditions on behavioral subtyping is important for guiding the design of ADTs. It is also critical for proving the soundness of logics for OO program veri cation.
Previous work on the model theory of behavioral subtyping has not allowed mutation and aliasing 2] 10] 8] 11]. But mutation and aliasing are important in practical OO programming, and many types occurring in practice have objects with mutable (time-varying) state. Although it is possible to imagine an OO language where aliasing is eliminated entirely, existing OO languages do permit aliasing. Unlike Liskov and Wing 13] 12], we do not allow arbitrary aliasing, but instead seek a middle ground that permits more useful behavioral subtype relationships.
The purpose of our study is ultimately to show how to reason in a modular fashion about OO programs. By modular reasoning, we mean reasoning such that conclusions about unchanged code remain valid when new behavioral subtypes are added to a program. One modular reasoning technique is supertype abstraction, in which one reasons about the e ects of method sends using the properties of the static types of the subexpressions 10] 6]. The purpose and justi cation of a de nition of behavioral subtyping is that it makes supertype abstraction sound.
Our technical approach showing that a de nition of behavioral subtyping makes supertype abstraction sound is to capture the conclusions of reasoning via supertype abstraction in a set of expected behaviors. Behaviors that might occur because of subtyping are called surprising if they fall outside this set. Thus showing that a de nition of \behavioral subtype" is adequate means showing that no surprising behavior is possible when subtyping relationships are required to satisfy the de nition.
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In this paper we de ne \weak behavioral subtyping." It is a weaker de nition than either of Liskov and Wing's de nitions 12] because it allows types with mutable objects (hereinafter mutable types) to be subtypes of immutable types. We sketch the semantics of a programming language with the necessary aliasing control, and show that weak behavioral subtyping is adequate in the sense described above. Finally we discuss related work and present some conclusions. Due to space limitations, we do not treat stronger de nitions of behavioral subtyping.
A Motivating Example for the Problem
An example that motivates the problem is the following. Consider two types: BoolSeq Thus our problem is twofold: to de ne a notion of behavioral subtyping that is weaker than Liskov and Wing's, and to state restrictions on aliasing such that it is adequate for reasoning. Here, by \reasoning" we mean model-based reasoning with supertype abstraction and the assumption that identi ers of unrelated types cannot be directly aliased. We refer to our notion of subtyping as \weak behavioral subtyping."
The Language INST and its Semantics
Our model-theoretic approach to solving the problem was described above. To carry out this approach, and to give the reader a concrete picture of the kind of languages to which our results apply, we need to de ne an OO programming language. The language used in this paper, INST, is a multimethod language, with an abstract syntax given in Figure 1 . The instance variable assignment command (\I 1 .I 2 := E"), and the object creation (\new I(E*)") and the instance variable access (\I 1 .I 2 ") expressions can only be used directly within methods; they cannot be written in the main procedure (M). This provides a simple form of information hiding. 
Denotational Semantics
The denotational semantics of INST is given in two parts 7]: the type and method declarations are compiled into a signature and an algebra over that signature. The semantics of expressions, declarations, and commands are parameterized by an algebra. For purposes of this paper, in which we wish to de ne observations that may observe states over algebras, the main procedure (M) consists of two sequences of declarations and commands. The rst of which de nes a state, and the second a function from algebras to observation of states over algebras. To run the program, one passes the algebra and state to the observation. The reason for splitting the semantics of the main procedure in this way is to indicate in what part supertype abstraction is used. Supertype abstraction would be used to reason about the part of the main procedure following the keyword by, which thus de nes an observation.
The semantics of a program is shown formally below. Most of the notation has not been discussed yet, but it seemed helpful to show the valuation function for programs before launching into the details. Nonstandard notations not explained in this paragraph will be explained further below. The type of P is a dependent type. ( 00 ) Due to lack of space we do not give the details of the semantics of type and method declarations. Instead, we de ne the signatures and algebras that they denote, and then turn to the semantics of expressions, declarations, commands, and the main procedure.
To de ne observations, we x a set of the visible (or built-in) types, VIS For a given signature, , an expression has a meaning which depends on a -algebra. We do not show the semantics for the expressions of the form \new I(E*)" or \I 1 .I 2 ", because these cannot occur in the main procedure, and so play no role in de ning observations. 
Enforcing Restrictions on Aliasing
For our notion of weak behavioral subtyping to be adequate, we need to prevent direct aliasing between related, but distinct, types. Since we also want to be able to reason modularly, we need to also prevent direct aliasing between identi ers of unrelated types, because two unrelated types might, at some later time, have a common subtype. Thus, in this section, we de ne restrictions on aliasing such that identi ers of di erent types cannot be directly aliased. We do this by an abstract interpretation of INST programs, which tracks the set of types that may be aliased to each expression result. This set of types is called an alias type set. The de nitions below rely on results of a sequence of declarations, commands, and an expression that could be executed in the main procedure. For this purpose we de ne the set \MBody" as the subset of Body that includes only declarations, commands, and expressions that can be written in the main procedure. Figure 2) .
The alias type set of a location in a H-state over an algebra is de ned by the following. Figure 2 gives the type and alias checking rules for expressions, declarations, commands that can appear in the main procedure, and for bodies containing such (i.e., M 2 MBody). For expressions, the notation ; H`E : T :: r means E has static type T and r is an upper bound on the alias type set of the result of E. For declarations, ; H`D =) H 0 means H 0 is the type environment after elaborating D, and that the binding does not produce illegal aliasing. For bodies in MBody, we do not give the alias type set of the result, because it is not needed in this paper.
To see the practical implications of our technique for restricting aliasing, it is useful to consider how the property that identi ers of distinct types are not directly aliased would be established in the body of a method, after binding actuals to formals. One option would be to prohibit any direct aliasing among the actuals in a call. This is more restrictive than we need, because aliasing between formals of the same type is not a problem. Instead, we require that the programmer write enough methods so that any call with directly aliased actuals will be handled by a method implementation where the formals corresponding to those actuals have the same type. For example, consider a method foo with two arguments, S and T, and suppose that U is the greatest lower bound of S and T in the subtype ordering; then the program would also need a method named foo with both arguments of type U.
Because we do not work with methods in this paper, and because we work with algebras that may not result from INST programs, we need to impose an equivalent condition that calling an operation in an algebra cannot result in illegal aliases. To prevent illegal aliases in the result state, the H-state, s, that results from a call to g A must satisfy stAliasOk (H; A; s). To prevent the result itself from being directly aliased with identi ers of di erent types, the actual alias type set of the result must be smaller than that declared.
De nition 3.4 (preserves alias legality) Let 
Weak Behavioral Subtyping
The intuitive idea of behavioral subtyping is that each object of a subtype should behave like some object of its supertypes. One might think to express \behaves like" it would be enough to simply relate abstract values. However, this would not take locations and hence aliasing into consideration. One cannot relate just locations either, because the abstract values stored in locations also determine behavior. Relating locations along with the store does not account for aliasing between identi ers in the environment. So one must relate whole states. This idea is captured by the de nition of simulation relations below.
Simulation Relations
The following formulation of simulation relations uses techniques from 9].
De nition 4.1 (simulation relation) Let The substitution property says that simulation relationships between states are preserved by operations. It is expressed by binding an identi er to the value returned by the operation in each algebra, and then requiring that the resulting extended states be related. The coercion property is similar to the requirement that each object of a subtype should simulate some object of its supertypes. It ensures that each state simulates a state that does not use subtyping. The EXTERNALS-identical property says that a simulation relation is identity on values of visible types. This is used to compare the outputs of observations. Simulation relations preserve aliasing. That is, if two identi ers, x and y, are directly aliased in a state s C , and if s C R H s A , then x and y must be directly aliased in s A . If this were not the case, then one could observe changes in x by using operations on y in s C , while in s A the same changes to y would not be observable through x. But this would violate the substitution property.
A careful reader might observe that the requirement that every state should be simulated by a nominal state in the \coercion" property eliminates certain kinds of direct aliasing. More precisely, it eliminates direct aliasing between identi ers of di erent types. The reason for this is the following. Suppose S 6 = T, and consider a state in which and x : T and y : S were directly aliased. Then to satisfy the coercion property, such a state would have to be related to one where x and y both denoted objects of their types, and thus could not be directly aliased. This motivates the alias restrictions we impose on INST. These restrictions do allow a weaker form of behavioral subtyping than Liskov and Wing's.
Weak Behavioral Subtypes
The following de nition of a weak behavioral subtype relation characterizes when a specication of several ADTs has a subtype relation ( ) that is adequate for modular reasoning. Since we do not discuss the forms of type speci cations, we use their denotations, which are sets of algebras that preserve alias legality. Because this de nition permits B and A to be di erent algebras, it works for incomplete speci cations: those with observably di erent models. Such incomplete speci cations are important in practice, so that a subtype can be more completely speci ed than its supertypes.
Not every presumed subtype relation is a weak behavioral subtype relation, because of the coercion and substitution properties of simulation relations.
Weak Behavioral Subtyping means No Surprises
We now show that the de nition of weak behavioral subtyping is adequate for modular reasoning with supertype abstraction. We do this in a model-theoretic fashion, by rst de ning the set of expected results of an observation, or rather of a function from algebras to observations. De nition 4.3 (expected results) Let SPEC be a set of -algebras that preserve alias legality. Let H be a type environment. Let f be a function from -algebras to H-observations. Then the set of expected results of f for SPEC is the union over all A 2 SPEC and all s A 2 STATE H A], such that s A is nominal, of (f A s A ).
A result is surprising if it is not expected. Surprising results can occur if one uses a presumed subtype relation that does not satisfy the de nition of weak behavioral subtyping, and observes a state that is not nominal. Then for all C 2 SPEC, and for all s C 2 STATE H C], if is weak behavioral subtype relationship for SPEC, then (f C s C ) is an expected result for SPEC.
Proof Sketch: Because is a weak behavioral subtype relation for SPEC, there is an A 0 2 SPEC and a -simulation relation, R, from C to A 0 . Using structural induction, show that simulations are preserved by commands and declarations. Then in the semantics of the main procedure, the resulting states in the observation part (( 00 B ; 00 B ) in the semantics of the main procedure) are related. So by the EXTERNALS-identical property, the resulting answer functions must give the same result for each identi er (namely for those in D 2 of the main procedure M).
Discussion and Related Work
The main contribution of our work is a new de nition of subtyping for arbitrary deterministic abstract data types in the presence of mutation and aliasing. This de nition is weaker than Liskov and Wing's de nitions 13] 12], because it allows types with immutable objects to have subtypes with mutable objects. This exibility seems to be important in practice. The price to be paid, however, is that the language must restrict aliasing. We have given suitable aliasing restrictions, which disallow direct aliasing between identi ers of di erent types. We believe that such aliasing restrictions may actually be of some practical bene t, as they allow naive reasoning to be sound.
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